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Hi, Reading Friend of D.I. Telbat!
A subscriber friend, Janet, suggested we make a list of all David's novels, with the
suggested order they should be read, including their relationships with the other
series. What a great idea! So, here's that list.
Keep in mind—all these novel series can be read as standalone series, but some of
the characters do show up in some of the following series, so you might enjoy them
more when you know their backgrounds. Not all of these novel series are connected
with one another. Explanations to follow. Click on any link to read book descriptions.
The COIL Series
David's first series was The COIL Series, including the FREE prequel, and five books.
FREE Prequel, Dark Edge
Book 1, Dark Liaison
Book 2, Dark Hearted
Book 3, Dark Rule
Book 4, Dark Vessel
Book 5, Dark Zeal (final in series)
The COIL Legacy
David decided to take COIL into another series, The COIL Legacy, including the free
prequel, and three novels. Some characters have carried over from the first series,
but it can be read satisfactorily as a standalone series.
FREE Prequel, Distant Boundary
Book 1, Distant Contact
Book 2, Distant Front
Book 3, Distant Harm (final in series coming late 2017)
The STEADFAST Series
David wanted to go into futuristic, apocalyptic writing, helping readers focus on End
Times and the soon return of Jesus. The STEADFAST Series Novellas are NOT related
to the COIL books, other than they help bridge the timeline gap between The COIL
Legacy Series and what he plans for the future series, Last Dawn Trilogy.
Steadfast Book One
Steadfast Book Two
Steadfast Book Three
Steadfast Book Four
Steadfast Book Five (coming 2018)
Steadfast Book Six (coming 2018)
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Last Dawn Trilogy
This is a coming series for 2018. You can read about the Last Dawn Trilogy in our
October 2017 Update post here. This futuristic series will merge COIL characters with
STEADFAST characters and storyline. The new series will feature the next generation
from past COIL characters, taking them into America's Last Days, which is featured in
The Steadfast Series. This series will be written as a standalone series, though if
you've read past series, you'll be familiar with some of the characters or families.
Book 1, Dawn of Affliction (coming 2018)
Book 2, Dawn of Oppression (coming 2018)
Book 3, Dawn of Pursuit (coming 2018)
Standalone Books and Series
The following standalone books and/or series are not related to COIL or STEADFAST,
but they are listed here for your convenience. Just click any link to visit the book page
on our website to read a description.
The Leeward Set
The Leeward Set includes two books, not connected to other novels. (end of 2017)
Book 1, Fury in the Storm (Note: this book was previously published under the title,
Sea Scribe. We felt that title didn't serve the storyline well,
so we are re-publishing it under a new cover and title.)
Book 2, Tears in the Wind
Single Standalone Novels
Arabian Variable
Called To Gobi
God's Colonel
Jaguar Dusk
Primary Objective
Soldier of Hope
Legend of Okeanos
Novels on David's list for future publishing:
Another Remnant
Omni
Shobek
We pray this list is helpful to you and that the Lord blesses you through David's writing.

